January 14, 2020

Dear Valued Mezotrace Customer:
Recently we changed tablet manufacturers, after 36 years with the same one. The old
manufacturer took an average analysis of our calcium-magnesium product over a 36 year period and
that is what they put on the bottle supplemental facts box.
We mine the same mineral but it does change periodically, as it is a rock formation and getting it
from a different location at the same mine will give a variation of what is in that particular load.
So several things have changed. We now have a new manufacturer; we changed our labels to
update the look and per the new FDA guidelines; manufacture dates –vs- expiration dates; and what is
marked on the supplemental facts box now is exactly what is in that particular bottle. It will vary as you
buy more product, when the lot# changes. Getting an average analysis will take several years of working
with them and, until that time, each bottle will have an actual analysis of exactly what is in that
particular bottle, as we stated previously in the first sentence of this paragraph. The new manufacturer
is putting a mfg (manufactured) date on each bottle –vs- an exp (expiration) date due to doing real time
testing to make sure what is stated as being in the bottle actually is in the bottle. This is part of the new
FDA guidelines and will take several years to establish before being able to switch back to expiration
dates.
Thank you for being a Mezotrace customer and we HOPE Mezotrace IS still helpful to you.
The Mezotrace Management
Dave Sexton

DJ Sexton

Amazon will not allow us to change the pictures of our bottles using the
new label on their website. Please realize, per the above letter, that the bottles
you may receive will have the new label and not the one shown on the Amazon
website or any website other than our own. If you look at our website,
Mezotrace.com, you will see the actual label and bottle you are receiving.

